
William R . Stow
875 Cascade Dr ., N .W .
Salem, Oregon 97304

September 24, 1976

Franklin F . Wolff
P . 0 . Box F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Mr . Wolff :

Recently I read your book, Pathways Through To Space . . I found
it in the supermarket among the romance and'science fiction
books . From the title, I first expected'a book oriented toward
"strange phenomenon" as reported by certain witne:sses, e .g .,
astral projections, pre-cognition, UFO's, etc . Power books of
that type are usually a turn-off to me . However, John Lilly's
name on the cover convinced me to open the book ; I had read
Center of the Cyclone some years earlier, and have considerable
respect for John Lilly .

My reading of Pathways Through To Space was, and is, a significant
event in my life . I would read, think, meditate and get high,
then talk about it with almost anyone I was with and get high
again. I have thus far given several copies to friends . I will
continue to give copies to those who are interested in penetrating
the inner Self .

While I was reading Pathways Through To Space , I flew to San Francisco
to attend a committee meeting on automated legal research . I read
Pathways on the plane, went to the motel room and read -- for the
three days I was in San Francisco and then a day in Reno, I read
Pathways . I hardly ate or slept ; I went to the committee meetings,
then back to my room to read and get high . I continually tried to
call John Lilly while I was in San Francisco, to try to obtain your
address and to talk with him about your book,,but I .never got beyond
,his answering service .

To briefly introduce myself, I would make the following comments :

1 . My early childhood was beautiful ; I remember warmth,
love, sparkling bright sunny days . I am from a large
extended Norwegian family, and there always seemed to
be someone nearby offering love or warmth .
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2 . My childhood from the time I began attending school,
until high school, was increasingly unhappy as I
seemed to be in growing conflict with my parents and
teachers :

a . My father encouraged me to join almost every
organized group available, while I was interested
in reading, walking in the woods, playing with
my friends .

b . My family went to church every Sunday ; I could
not accept the ritual nature of church and I
complained that an inner religious . life was
incompatible with the external emphasis of
church ritual .

c . My teachers seemed interested in teaching the
"facts" rather than the meaning within a subject
area, so I read on my own rather than memorize
facts for tests .

3 . My parents began to loosen up and let me operate
more on my own in high school and I had gained enough
maturity to not take the opinions of others so '
seriously . By the time I entered college I was
again living in happiness .

4 . My first year of college was at California Lutheran
College in Thousand Oaks, California . I was considered
rebellious and difficult to handle by the Dean of Men
as I refused to attend chapel or take compulsory
classes in religion . I felt that religious life should
flow of spontaneous, intrinsic interest .

5 . I moved to Oregon for the remainder of my undergraduate
work, where I was noted mostly for being unstable : The
Dean's list one term, and then 14 hours of F the next
term. My class work was fairly evenly, split between
courses in psychology, math, religion, and creative
writing . I graduated with a psychology major and a
math minor .

6 . I was married prior to my junior year and for several
years I had much difficulty with the marriage role .
My wife and I have now defined ourselves as "ourselves"
and we are happy together, and becoming happier every
year .
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7 . I left school with the intention of becoming a writer,
but a ,newborn baby caused me to take a job'with the
State of Oregon . I was hired .initially to evaluate
programs within state agencies . However, while at
.the coast with my wife in 1970, I was meditating and
suddenly I felt knowledge of how to design a large
scale computing system for evaluating and costing
social service programs . I then gained the necessary
data processing technical knowledge and designed such
a system, eventually becoming data processing manager
for the newly created Human Resources Department in
1972 .

8 . Later in 1973, I felt knowledge that I should move
to the Legislature to develop automation within the
Legislative Branch . I continue to do so .

These are more or less the mechanical aspects of my life thus
far . The inner self, however, is difficult to describe . I have'
always felt a strong communication with an inner self that I
call God . I have had an intense, interest in theology and felt
most at home with Martin Buber during my college years . I have
been more recently at home with Yogananda, Ramakrishna, and
Chogyam Trungpa, although I was most intensely influenced by
a very slow study of the Tibetan Book of the Dead .

I .had had several experiences which did not seem adequately
explained by any books that I could find . I wasn't sure if the
experiences were random aberrations of some unknown aspect of
my personality, or if a meaningful explanation was available .
I began to find explanations in Eastern religious writings ; the
Tibetan Book of the Dead seemed to describe the experiences most
closely .

Then I read your book and found perfect descriptions of states
that I had experienced and states that I am not aware of . Through-
out, I felt -- no, knew -- that the words in your book were
flowing within me . The words were not abstract external events ;
they were within, in harmony with my inner self, speaking within
me about the purpose of my life in the body . It was as though
I had known the pieces, the fragmentary thoughts, before ; but now,
the pieces dissolved into a flow of continuous harmonious thought .

Several months ago I saw myself as a wave in a vast sea of
consciousness . I saw that my perception had been centered on
the surface of the sea, external self, the skin . I had concept-
ually known this to be true, but this particular experience

.0
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seemed to penetrate to my core . I realized the total extent
to which I knew nothing and controlled nothing at my present
state of consciousness . It frightened me so thoroughly that
my nightly meditation was overcome by my feelings of fear .
So, night after night, I centered on my fear ; and slowly, over
more than a month, then all at once, on the night of August 26th,
in San Francisco, while reading your book, my fear left me .
There have been re-occurrences, but minor, in comparison to
those of before .

I know that I must see you and talk with you . This letter is
to ask your permission to do so . From within, I am knocking
at your door ; I will travel south to your home if you will tell
me how to get there .

Sincerely,

William R . Stow

/cf



William Stow
875 Cascade Dr . N .W,
Salem, Oregon 97304

August 12, 1977

Franklin F . Wolff
P .O . Box F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

It has been some time since I met you last year at your
home. My visit with you was warm, peaceful and powerful ; and
it coincided with a rearrangement of my relationship with the
world:. I . had previously cycled through`such,a rearrangement,
but for the past year the rearrangement continues .

After our visit, . I drove from your.,. farm fulfilled . I _
didn't leave with any feeling of loss . You touched,me and I
feel your presence always .

I drove down the highway to Los Angeles to visit my
parents, then my Grandmother, my brother,' then my .-cousin . I
was floating, energized, relaxed, purposeful . For weeks, then,
months, your strength was with me . Though the initial high
intensity of your presence within diminished,- .I continue with
an inner strength and peace that continues to grow . My life
still cycles between various perspectives, but the cycling now
tends to an infinite source of .life .i

I am flying to Denver, Colorado, August 22, on business .
It would seem that I will then be able to fly to San Diego,
and from there drive to Encinita's, where I will be able to
visit with Robert for a few hours . (Even a few minutes with
Robert is a gift beyond belief . The time I spent with him at
your home will always'be with me .) Is it possible that I might
be able to continue north from Encinitas and visit with you
,sometime during the period of-August 25th to August 28th? I
know how difficult it is for you to reply to all of your mail,
so I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped post card .

Gertrude, as you are probably reading this letter to
Dr. Wolff, I wanted to say hello to you also . You-are.also
within my heart. Your home, hospitality, your warmth, express
your beauty . You have. both given gifts to my heart . And my
heart is opening to the world . Thank you . God willing I will
see both of you again .

With warm regards,

William Stow

6 1 )( \ U,,-fi ~



William Stow
875 Cascade Dr . NW
Salem, Oregon 97304

September 6, 1977

Franklin Merrill Wolff
P .O . Box F
Lone Pine, Ca . 93545

Dear Yogi :

I find upon returning to Salem, Oregon that I-must
write you without delay . As you know your books have had
great effect in helping me to awaken . Personal visits
with you have helped much more so . My visit with you
nearly a year ago helped me to center upon a path I had
been attempting to follow for some time . At times it had
been very difficult to not step off into material
directions, but always something would happen to remind me
of previous commitments to the path . My visits with you
have happened exactly when I needed them most . Happily
the rewards of the path far surpass any difficulties . My
soul sings with joy as the path becomes PATH .

My visit with you last week was a natural continuation
of the centering and focusing of my life upon the WAY .
However, I do not know why it has taken me so long to
recognize something obvious to everyone who knows me well :
your teaching is at the center of my seeking . Your words
speak to my soul . I find you are my Guru . . I did not
decide to seek you as Guru . It was not a matter of
intellectual decision . It is simply what has happened .

Recognition of this event is not something which I
take lightly . Recognition is something which a part of me
did not wish to occur . It requires total commitment. I
have felt that I have been committed for some time . And
relatively speaking, I have been . But obviously now, not
sufficiently committed for the stages ahead . Part of me
has wished to remain with the attainments so far realized .
Recognition of you as Guru demanded further steps forward .
Past attainments vanish into irrelevance . No, I'do not
take this matter lightly . I am open to what lies ahead .
Open to I know not what . But .I,trust myself and I trust you .

The Ananda Community which Sandra and I visited for one
day after leaving Lone Pine, helped to complete the
recognition of you as Guru . Ananda Community is a beautiful
and peaceful place, with a mixture of many different levels
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of•seeking .. There are many there who practice the outward
appearances of internal meaning, and there are also inward
directed teachers who have great love and understanding for
their brothers . The community is well named, Ananda . But
it does not represent me in the next stages of my journey .

Robert's words from a year ago are still with me .
"Make your living from your superior side, find the Divine
from your inferior ." My superior is Ananda, your teachings
stir the excitement of my inferior, Chit .

At one level, this letter is to request your acceptance
of me as a disciple although, at another level, it has been
so already .

When I arrived here in Salem, some friends requested I
play the tape I dictated at your home on the last chapter
of your book on Yoga, the chapter on the world Saviors . .
Each of the friends who have heard the tape remarked at
how much the chapter sounded like me . They said I have been
saying the same kind of things for some years . Interesting .
Obviously, I am responsive to what you say there . I aspire
to realize-membership in the Great White Brotherhood . I
have for some time . No small aspiration .

My heart ands love-is with you and Gertrude .

Love,

William Stow

WS :sd



William Stow
875 Cascade Dr . NW
Salem, Oregon 97304

September 29, 1977

Franklin F . Wolff
P .O . Box F
Lone Pine, Ca. 93545

Dear Yogi :

Thank God for your existence . Thank you for your existence .
Thank me for your existence . Thank everyone for your existence .

Lo



P .O . Drawer F
Lone Pine, Calif . 93545
Monday, March 10, 1978

Dear Bill :

Vhen one makes a serious resolve to enter the Path
there is a Law that causes latent qualities, both
good and bad, to come to the surface . And Dr. 'olff
is much impressed . He is also impressed by your
choice of literature . I can think of no more valuable
works than just those which you have chosen .

ye would be most happy to have you come, and bring-
ing your own van would be the best arrangement . But
we plan a trip to the Coast around May 13th for
ten days to two weeks, returning kak by the 27th
at the latest . There would not be five weeks until
we leave, but you could either come early and stay
on while we are away, or wait until we return .
Should you arrive while we are away, Jim Bowie
will be here to help you make a,location and set-
tle in, and the Sedwicks, especially, will help you .

By popular vote we will have convention again as
usual , this year on Saturday and Sunday,: dug . 12-
13 .

Let us hear what you decide . We shall look forward
to your coming . And we do enjoy your letters

Our love



William R . Stow
Barrett St . S .

Sm, Oregon 97302

March 31, 1978

Dr . Franklin Wolff
P .O . Box F
Lone Pine., Ca . 93545

Dear Yogi :

Your picture has been with me here in my office in the
Oregon Capitol Building since last I visited with you and
Gertrude . I have never been able to quite understand the
need of so many seekers to have a picture or a statue of a
religious leader . It had always seemed to me to be an error
to feel the need for a physical representation of someone
who should be felt internally . However, your picture has
been highly useful as a barometer of my spiritual condition .

When first I placed your picture In my office it was
a comforting reminder that such a one as yourself actually
existed and was real . So many of the world's self-proclaimed
religious leaders, upon close scrutiny, were found lacking
in moral activities, sincerity of spoken and written word,
and I found I could not sense or feel the love, purity and
wisdom I would have expected . My own internal sense of
universal coherence and everything I -read - ;seemed :,to -.conv:ince
me that such people have existed and must exist . But where?
So many of the organized groups were populated by what I
regarded as spiritual materialists . The examples I met
were primarily followers ; I -thought that the leaders might
not be as the follower, that spiritual materialism is
simply a stage in individual evolution, and that the leaders
might be embracing all levels of seekers and working with
each at their own level .

I could not give my allegiance to a group unless I knew
that my allegiance was true and deep within me . Most such
groups required initial allegiance -before true allegiance'
could be developed . This seemed false and distasteful .

Then I read your Pathways book, was motivated to find
you (a motivation I had not before felt) and did so, and
found Robert and Gertrude and others with whom I felt at
home . Still I was skeptical even of my inner voice which
was strong in your presence . I was skeptical because I
knew how badly I wanted to'find someone who was real .

•1
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After meeting you I spent some time settling with myself,
studying, meditating, strengthening myself, and found an inner
assurance, an inner knowledge . You and your writing symbolized
a direction that my consciousness seemed to be resolving into .
You also symbolized a major decision point that I knew would
either lead to a focused understanding of my evolution or to a
failure of some unknown kind . I therefore visited with you again,
tried to understand the nature of the decision, and after leaving,
felt I knew the first step, to commit myself, my inner and outer
lives to a direction that was correct ; a direction that was true
for me . So I wrote and asked to be your disciple . I knew this
was no small request either of you or of myself . But I am
learning ever more than the true nature of the request .

During the year between my two visits with you, I was generally
in a state of tranquility and peace . I used the year to gain
strength, . physically, mentally, and spiritually . Just prior to
visiting with you and during the time since, everything turned
inside out . It became a period of the greatest difficulty and
trial . One after another, the dark, unanswered, unresolved,
elements of my psyche have emerged with great force, as though
to roll over the top of me in tidal waves of negative emotion .
All the hindrances to development mentioned by Buddha emerged
in great force .

I have considered myself an essentially good and loving
person with continuing positive interactions . Though I continue
to feel such, I have experienced the truth of the existence of
more negative aspects than I thought (really wanted to think)
were possible of myself . So I have had to suffer through each
in turn and attempt to act correctly to save myself from a variety
of possible spiritual disasters . Some were hardly visable to
anyone but myself, others manifested themselves in great termoil
that encompassed everyone nearby .

One such occurrence included a severe newspaper attack on
the ethics of my professional behavior . (See attached .)
Interestingly enough to me, the struggle for me was not in
direct relationship to the newspaper attack . Rather, the news-
paper attack symbolized a much deeper ethical problem within me .
The internal struggle felt to almost tear me apart, but I emerged,
cleansed somehow and thankful,very thankful for the experience .

I am just now emerging from another experience over what I
felt to be a betrayal by one who I love deply . What seemed to
be betrayal was in fact my failure to look deep enough to the
motive, to the personal essence where understanding is found .
As K .H . stated it in the Nahatma'Letters : "What may seem present
bad faith may in the end prove the truest and most benevolent
loyalty. Let time show who was right and who faithless ." My
initial negative reactions to appearance led to persistent
negative and self-fulfilling consciousness . Again, I am thankful
for the experience and my life is opening into greater clarity .
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Throughout this experience, you, the Brotherhood, have been
a symbolic yet true guiding light . During the darkest moments,
my meditations centered to my commitment within me, to you and
therefore to the Brotherhood .

During the newspaper attack episode, I was severely tempted
to use dishonest means to defend myself . It seemed that honesty
would surely bring me to ruin . Honesty seemed to reveal appearances
that led to attack . It seemed so tempting to just alter the
appearances through a few small manipulations . But, in the end,
it was honesty that saved the day . Why I was so tempted, I couldn't
completely understand . But it was continually overwhelmingly
important that I act correctly .

And your picture was before me in my office . It continually
reminded me of my commitment . It is now framed on my wall .
Before, it sat on a shelf and would droop . (It seemed to droop
more when I was not doing well in my struggles and I didn't like
to look at it .) This last week it has been on the wall ; where
your eyes are always on me . As my struggle with betrayal last
week went on, your face seemed to change from a smile to a frown,
to a -questioning look and to a smile and to a frown . You smile
at me from the wall more each day . You are a reflection of what
I think about myself .

I am thankful for the experiences and for your picture and
for what you represent within me . Clarity, energy and growth
emerge .

During a recent trip to Washington, D . C ., I found a copy of
the Mahatma Letters , which I am now reading . I began to read the
letters as soon as I had time to myself . As I had a difficult time
understanding, I went back to the bookstore the next day and purchased
all of H .P .B .'s writings I could find . I plan to concentrate my
studies for awhile .

On page 279 of the Mahatma Letters , I was struck by the
statement: "I am also of the opinion that few candidates imagine
the degree of inconvenience - nay suffering and harm to himself
- the said initiator submits for the sake of his pupil . . . the
strain is terrible . . . .°

I immediately felt I had missed the obvious and had not
considered what my request to become your disciple would mean in
difficulty to you . I felt my request to be presumptuous -- but
yet a genuine request . I do not wish to cause you any difficulty .
Your"energy must be preserved for best use . I have been recently
learning in so much raw emotional detail that I have a variety of
negative aspects .
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I don't know why I didn't think of the difficulty a disciple
causes the adept . Even in -my own humble way, when I work with the
people around me to help them understand themselves, I must gain
as much rapport as I am able, and it does cause-me considerable
difficulty at times .

I am not withdrawing my request to be your disciple . It
would be unthinkable to me at this point . I can't conceive of
of not being what I feel I already am . . . . You know what is best
and I leave it to you .

If you were not available, I would continue . I must . Firstly,
I am committed . Secondly, I recognize my need for help and guidance .
I must not fail . The spirit of the Brotherhood is within me .

I would like to come and visit with you, if possible, in the
near future . Sometime from late April on . I would like to spend
five weeks studying with you . r could bring my van and live in it
so I would not require the use of limited space in the guest cottage .

As before, I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped card for
Gertrude's convenience in letting me know if it is alright for me
to come, and when .

With love to you and Gertrude,

1
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. STOW LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

S408 STATE CAPITOL

SALEM. OREGON 97310

PHONE 378-8194

April 25, 1978

Dr. Franklin Wolff
P . O . Drawer F
Lone Pine, California

Dear Yogi :

COCHAIRMAN :
REP. PHILIP D. LANG

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE

MEMBERS:
REP. WILLIAM GRANNELL
REP. GRATTAN KERANS
REP. AL RIEBEL
REP. GARY WILHELMS
REP. RICK GUSTAFSON

(ALTERNATE)

I sit in an airplane returning from a meeting of no meaning
representing the least of my job as Director of the Oregon
Legislative Information System (OLIS) . The meeting was to
organize three national task forces to prepare a feasibility
study of a-national statute and bill status retrieval system .
I am the chairman of the system design task force . The .three
task forces will meet in May to begin their work . I will
not be with them as T will be_with you people . The Deputy
Director of OLIS , will take my place as task force chairman .
The OLIS that T created beginning in 1973 has received
national attention as the leading legislative information
system in the U .S . so I spend much time traveling and giving
speeches and working with national committees . My work with
computers is having some considerable national impact, but
I do it because T do it . It seems to be my present duty so
I continue with it . It gives me no joy, it is simply what
I do in the world .

The only time my job gives me joy is when I talk with people
about Jesus Christ, God, Buddha, Krishna, Shankara, Brahma,
Spirit, Mahatmas, Love . . . in whatever form is closest to
the person to whom I am speaking . Religion may not be discussed,
per se, but when spirit is contained with the conversation,
I am happy . No matter what the form of the conversation,
discussion of this type brings love and peace and joy into
consciousness and the room in which I sit melts slightly into
light and love connection . My job brings me into contact with
many people with whom we can discuss these matters . When working
with my various employees it is almost always of a spiritual
nature ; if not in subject matter, then the direction of the
conversation : toward greater understanding and communication
between people .
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The objective aspects of my job, though materially quite
successful, are quite uninteresting to me . The subjective
is continuously interesting and rewarding . The objective
is a desert filled with the sands of various successes . The
subjective is an oasis with few material world things and
everything that is meaningful to me : Love and understanding .

I attribute my material world success to hard disciplined
work founded on intuitional vision . With my minds eye, where
intellect and love are united, I make my choices . Correct
decisions have always been borne here . Success occurs naturally,
like breathing, and thus it is difficult to be impressed with it .
It is the vacant product of a *meaningful action . At times, my
ego attempts to impress itself by attributing the product to
itself but each time finds only a vacant dry desert . It used
to fool itself quite well in the past . The fooling process is
happily shortening . .

I began writing this letter as I was inspired by the distant
sunset over a field of dark clouds and inspired, from my lofty
position in,the plane, by>the music of Sibelius, the Swan of
Tuoniela, playing in the plane headset . My inspiration brought
thoughts of you people and your house in Lone Pine, California,
an oasis in a worldly desert .

I, plan to leave Salem on Friday, April 28 . I will visit the
Hindu/Christian cooperative community, Ananda, on the 29th .
I will leave Ananda on the 30th and arrive at your place the
evening of the next day .. I plan to stay until the 4th of June .
As you will be leaving for 10 days to two weeks, mid-May, I
will hike .into the mountains above the Ashram for study and
meditation while you are away . While I plan to come alone,
others wish to pay short visits while I am with you . Sandra,
who you met during my last visit, wishes to visit on the 11th
and 12th of May . My wife, Naoma, and my parents, Bill Jr . and
Lois, wish to visit on the 3rd of June . If these visits are
not acceptable for any reason, I will advise these people
accordingly during my first week with you .

In preparation for my visit, I have followed a vegetarian diet
for the past month, excluded alcoholic beverages and, more
recently, sex and the drug marijuana . As I have not been particularly
focused on these things of late, none were overly difficult to
achieve . The exclusion of sex has been the most difficult as it
seems a normal part of physical affection and there are so many
things in the physical environment which are sensual reminders .
I understand the reason for removing prurient sex from consciousness
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and my recent celibate experience has helped here . But, I do
not understand the need for celibacy when sex is integrated .'within
the physical affection of lovers . I would like to discuss this
with you . You say in your pamphlet, "Yogic Purification," that
vegetarianism is not necessary ; I decided to try it until I could
discuss it with you as it seemed indicated in the Mahatma Letters .
The reason for the exclusion of alcohol is obvious, but is total
exclusion necessary? I would ask the same about the drug, marijuana .
I will follow whatever practices are necessary to reach the goal,
but I would like to understand . For now, I am practicing suspended
judgment .

I continue to have problems of the vital . Every time a problem
appears which relates to another person, I seek honesty and
understanding . It benefits both of us . These problems seem to
be decreasing in number and in severity as the time approaches
when I will visit with you . All problems seem to be dissolving
in clarity . Although I do seem to be unusually volatile, I am
very sensitive ; and so are those close to me . We seem able to
erupt at any time . Honesty penetrates the surface and restores
calm .

The central reason for my need to visit-you has become more and
more apparent . I see the limits of my vision . There are clearly
discernible boundaries to my understanding . I find myself in the
role of a leader . Technical decision-making is of relatively
little problem . But, I also make life decisions which use technical
knowledge only as a tool . Spiritual knowledge is the base of all
true knowledge . True decisions are based on spiritual understanding .
I listen to my inner voice when making major decisions and seek
the middle path, clear of negative or positive emotional bias .
This always leads to good results . Decision-making seems to
become flawless . However, recently major decisions come more often
and they're having increasing impact on more and more people .
Finding my inner voice in the middle of conflicting emotional
voices takes time ; sometimes considerable time . In the past I
seemed to have the time . No more . . I seem to be under more and
more pressure to make faster important life decisions .

In some situations I have boxed myself into problem places of
seeming no solution . I know solutions are always to be found .
The answer is :-_ Improve yourself and the solutions will become
clear . I seek improvement . A leader with limited vision is not
acceptable . There is much to be done requiring clear and correct
vision .
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Something which has been unexplainable to myself and those
around me : Since 1969, when I first went to work for the state,
I have strongly felt that I was following a strong but exciting
destiny. I .went to work for the state following my inner voice ."
I changed jobs as my inner voice directed . I, and close friends,
had many difficult and trying times as we attempted to accomplish
positive work within government . (Very difficult .) For several
years I took jobs with no guarantees but with strong inner
conviction .- As a result I, and my' friends, advanced rather
magically into positions of some . influence .

By 1972, we considered ourselves a family . The family has grown
to,more than 30 people . Here in my own government organization,
there are 23 full time staff plus consultants . Our outside
business is bringing in more people . We have one of the finest
groups of people one could find in our society . They are very
good and loving people, honest and hard working, sensitive yet
volatile, individualistic and often times hard headed and stubborn
over those . things which are important to them . There is much
closeness and love between all of us . Most of us believe we are
providing a good for society . We love and fight like a family
and make major decisions as a group . I am the leader but not a
director (though I was given the title, "Director") ; I am a
coordinator of excellent people . We feel, as a group, we can
accomplish whatever our minds can conceive and believe .

As a leader, I greatly feel the responsibility of the role . I
feel I must make correct decisions and I represent the group to
the political world that surrounds us . Group Karma is quite
noticeable . I am a part of it ; it is mine and theirs ; and yet,
I am apart from it . Some people here call me their Guru, but
I am not ; I am not capable of that kind of responsibility . They
expect me to know how to lead them . They expect me to know
where I am going . But, I am a blind leader, leading well intentioned
good people . I must have better vision . It is important to all
of us . I love them all so very much .

Most of the people here (.probably all of them) know I am leaving
to visit you . They have seen your picture, have heard parts of
your taped lectures . Some are apprehensive that I will never
come back from Mt . Whitney ; some are as excited as I am (though
I am partially apprehensive myself) . It is now not long before
I leave (six days) and I am ready to leave now .

There is much love here and we send our love to you all .

L ,

W lliam R . Stow III

Director

lcf


